In this paper we propose an efficient and robust method to automatically discover unknown short video repeats with arbitrary lengths, from a few seconds to a few minutes, from large video databases or streams. The proposed method consists of non-uniform video segmentation, self-similarity analysis, locality sensitive hashing, and video repeat boundary refinement. In order to achieve efficient and accurate processing feature extraction and similarity measure are performed at two levels: video frame level and video segment level. Experiments are conducted on 12 hour CNN/ABC news, and 12 hour documentaries (Discovery and National Geography), high recall and precision of 98% -99% have been achieved. Video repeats' boundaries can be located within several frames. Applying the proposed method for video structure analysis is also briefly discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Repetitive short video clips contained in TV broadcasting streams often embed important structural and semantic information about the video content being broadcasted. For instance, important news segments shall be repeated with high frequency during a time. Commercials are another frequently repeated category that makes up of an important ingredient in TV program structure. Some other short video repeats interspersing in the stream may act as syntactic elements. For instance, program logos mark transition between different topics and reveal important clues for video structures. Sports replay flying logos generally symbolize forthcoming or outgoing important events. Their functionalities has driven us to exploit effective solution to identify short video repeats from video collections or streams, for the purpose of video structure analysis, important event mining, commercial detection and skipping etc.
A number of repeat video/audio clip identification methods have been proposed for specific applications such as TV commercial detection (usually above 10 -30 seconds) [1, 2, 3] , sports video replay logos (1 second or less) [4] , news video content analysis and improved video compression [5] , and FM radio station broadcasting content tracking [6] . Video repeat lengths vary, ranging from less than one second to a few minutes like TV commercials. Different video segmentation methods have been adapted to achieve for the applications; some are based on video shot [5] ; some uses fixed size moving windows such as in Herley [6] , it breaks audio streams into blocks with a minimum length (i.e. 30s); Cooper et al. [7] uses uniform sampling(every 10 frames) in their video self-similarity analysis. Shot based video segmentation is very useful to reduce the amounts of video segments to be matched to discover unknown video repeats, however, due to shot detection errors, especially, for video shots with gradual transitions, many short video repeats will be missed.
There are also extensive research works done in the past on searching known video clips from video database such as [2] to search given TV commercials, and [11] to search given clips from video database, which is so called content based video retrieval. To search unknown video repeats is more difficult than search known video repeats because we need to find video repeats at first. Once they are located, then the problem becomes to search known video repeats from large video databases or steams. In this paper we focus on automatically discovering unknown video repeats only.
The remainders of this paper are organized as follow: Section 2 -4 presents our repeated clip identification approach. Section 5 briefly describes how the short video repeat discovery can be used in video structure analysis. Experimental results are presented in Section 6.
VIDEO REPEAT IDENTIFICATION FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1 The second pass matching adopts frame based matching to verify candidate repeated clips for accuracy improvement. After that a boundary refinement step is employed to extend repeated clips' boundaries close to their true ones as possible. The last step is repeated clip labeling. Repeated instances will be extracted from repeated clip pairs and grouped into multiple categories. Each category represents a unique repeat pattern.
VIDEO SEGMENTATION AND REPRESETNATION
In this Section we will discuss several existing video representation schemes, and propose ours.
Video representation overview
There are several ways to represent video for finding video repeats, including frame based, shot based, uniform sampling, and content based keyframe selection. Continuous frame representation is a faithful video representation without losing any temporal information, and there will be no sampling or segmentation errors. However, the large number of frames is difficult to manipulate and heavy computation load is needed. A simple video abstraction method is uniform sampling or segmentation, i.e. sampling every ten frames. However, since it is independent of video This representation is a seamless video segmentation without temporal data loss, which is similar to shot segmentation, but its granularity is smaller than shot. Its advantages lie in: First it is robust to boundary shift of repeat clips. Generally shift error can be corrected after a shot cut. Secondly it can reduce correlation between adjacent video units, so diagonal pattern will be sharper and easier be identified. The third advantage is that temporal length of video unit can be added to increase feature discrimination.
The second level video representation (VS) is formed by grouping two neighbor units. Compared to the first level, the second level has almost the same number of samples, but the discrimination ability will improve a lot, thus providing a less noisy output to build a higher level of video repeat clips.
Video features
Two types of video features are extracted. The first one is video unit (VU) feature used in first pass matching, and the other one is frame feature used in second pass matching.
Video unit (VU) feature is combination of color fingerprint proposed by us [8] and unit length. Color fingerprint is a fixed length string whose elements have six possible I-1266 symbols from {R, G, B, U, L, H}. It is robust to compression as well as moderate color distortions. Details about this color fingerprint please refer to [8] . In experiment we use one blending image for a unit and divide it into 8x8 blocks which result in 128-length string. We also apply LSH indexing on this color fingerprint, and its string representation can be easily transformed to a bit string required by LSH algorithm [9] without incurring extra errors. By LSH and unit length filtering, correlation complexity can be reduced by hundreds of times.
We also extract feature of each frame for second pass frame by frame matching. Each frame is divided into 4 subframes, and color histogram of each sub-frame is quantized to a symbol, so each frame is represented by 4 symbols.
VIDEO SIMILARITY MEASURES
Video similarity measures are conducted at several levels to ensure efficient and robust video repeat discovering: Video Unit, Video Segment, and Video Clip. Two video segments (VS) will be identical only if both of their two video units are identical in order, while similarity between VUs is measured by both color fingerprint and temporal length distance. Video similarity at Video Clip level is based on video frame features to refine video clip boundary in order to achieve high accuracy for boundary locations.
Finally, due to segmentation errors, repeated clips will appear as diagonals in similarity matrix, however, the diagonal line would be split into fragments. Moreover these fragments will not be collinear since non-uniform partition is used. Fig.2 shows a part of a similarity matrix computed in our experiment. As we can see diagonals are fragmented and contaminated by noises. To correctly get the whole repeated clip we design a hierarchical sequence linking and merging algorithm. The whole operation is totally based on temporal boundaries, so we need not process similarity matrix in memory whose pixel account is product of the numbers of video segments. Thus memory cost for this algorithm is low. More details can be found in [10] . financial, sports news) in their regular daily or weekly broadcasting programs to indicate changes of topics, see Fig. 3 . These program sections usually continue in the same manner for months or even years. If distribution of these short clips can be discovered, then corresponding video structure can be reconstructed. Since some short clips may repeat several times in one day's program, while others just repeat in different days, we need to collect programs in a fixed time period for several days to discover those repeat short clips.
Furthermore, TV channels uses SVE elements to indicate section boundaries within a program before and after TV commercial segments. By automatically detecting these SVE video programs can be segmented into video segments to construct table of content for video. We have proposed a model based on a directed graph to represent video structure in which video repeat detection is used to locate boundaries of video segments and then fit these video segments with the directed graph. Video structure can be reliably identified. Fig. 5 Recall of program logos and commercials is 100%, and precision is 96.8%. After frame by frame verification, precision can increase significantly, while recall just has slight drop. For instance, when recall and precision are 92% and 62% before verification, they become 91.6% and 99.6% respectively after verification. The equal error before verification is 14%, while that after verification can reach -3%.
Boundary shift error
We selected 300 repeated clips that cover almost all labeled categories and checked their left and right boundary shift without boundary refinement. The smallest shift is 0 s, and the largest one is 16.4s. The average shift is 0.47s. We apply boundary refinement algorithm on some repeated pairs that have large shift errors, and found that the shift can be reduced to several frames. 6.3 Video structure discovery Good performance in video structure identification has been achieved for both news video and documentary video. The Table 1 shows the SVE identification results for the 12 hour video content from Discovery and National Geography. Similar performance has been achieved for news video contents from CNN/ABC, because of space limitation our experimental results could not be included. Readers may find more details from our coming paper [10] 
